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12 PHYSICS UNIT 4: School Assessed Coursework # 1.
Name:
                 Materials and Structures Test.

1.	P
Q
5
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Strain *10-3
Stress * 108
4
8
	Two materials, P and Q, have stress strain graphs as shown:                




















P:                            Pa.
Q:                            Pa.
(a) Calculate the Young's moduli of P and Q. (4 marks)                                                 






P:                         Jm-3
Q:                        Jm-3
(b) Calculate the strain energy to failure for P and Q.(4)





(c) Which material is stiffer and why?(1) __________________________



(d) Which is tougher and why?(1) _______________________________


(e) Which is stronger and why? (1) ______________________________

(f) Explain which material would be best for reinforcing in a composite and why. (2)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

(g) Which material is brittle and why? (2) ___________________________________
 (h) Which material is ductile and how did you choose it? (2)
_____________________________________________________________________
                      Kg                Kg
(i) A round column is made out of material P, which is 30cm in diameter. What load could be supported on this column if a safety factor of 10 was required (only allowed to reach 10% of failure load)? (4marks)
(j) Explain what is happening microscopically to cause the horizontal region of the graph for material Q. (1) 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	(a) Explain what is happening microscopically in the 3 heat treatments for metals; normalising, quenching and tempering, and write down properties and one use for each treated metal. Use diagrams to help explain the microscopic structures.(3X3)


Treatment Process
One Use of metals treated this way
Microscopic Structure
Normalising




Quenching




Tempering





(a)	Sketch the stress -strain graphs resulting from each treatment of the same metal.(3)
Stress
Strain








3.	Calculate the reactions at both supports for the diving board shown:
Board 50kg,   Man 75kg
1.2m
3.6m
RA
RB
RA                     N (2)
RB                     N (2)
                                                                                                                                       




















4. Explain why the ancients used an arch to span an opening in a stone building, rather than a flat lintel (beam). (3)
Load










_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


5.(a) Find the tension force in the cable shown and specify the
  
 (b) diameter, in cm, of steel cable to give the tight rope walker (weight = 60kg), a factor of safety of   20      (5% of yield stress).           
  (Elastic limit of steel =  1.6 * 108 Pa )

(c) How much will this cable extend, in mm, when the man is on it (length =20m, Young's Modulus = 1.3 * 1011)? (3X3=9marks)                                                                                                         
50 below horizontal
Tension            N
Diam.             cm
Ext.               mm

























6. Outline the history of the rise of multi-storey buildings and skyscrapers in the following table. (5)

Type of building
Main structural material(s)
Technology which allowed their construction and/or problems they faced.
Pyramids




Medieval Cathedrals




Up to four storey buildings




Four storey to "Empire State" size



Tour Sans Fin type -
world's largest.




7. Explain why steel is used in reinforced concrete. Show where steel rods would be placed in the concrete beam shown. (2)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Load
                                                                                                                             









8. Explain why plastics have become such a widespread material in recent years. (3) 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

        
      /20
 (Raw Score         /60)
                                                              SAC score

